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a.	To pick things up and hold them.
b.	To walk without difficulty  (automatically).
c.	To show a preference for one hand in reaching for objects.
d.	To draw imitativcly a circle.
e.	To button his clothes.
£.   To run, and climb for objects,
g.   To pull off his own cap and stockings,
h.   To put on his hat and coat without help,
i.   To draw a recognizable picture of a man.
j.   To take a few steps with help,
k.   To sit alone without support.
1.   To lace his shoes,
m.   To throw and catch a ball,
n.  To replace toys or blocks neatly in a box.
o.   To recognize faces.
p.  To set the table with knives, forks, spoons, and plates,
q.   To look for something with which he has been playing and
which has suddenly dropped to the floor,
r.   To stand with support,
s.   To hold a cup with both hands,
t.  To go on simple errands around the home and in the immediate
neighborhood,
u.  To say £our*words.
v.  To cross the street alone safely, when a policeman is regulat-
ing the traffic.
w.  To stop doing a simple act when told to.
x. To perform commissions such as, "Put the key on a chair, then
shut the door, then bring that box."
y.  To lift two blocks of equal size but of different weight and tell
which is heavier,
z.  To pull little wagons,
aa.  To feed himself without spilling the food,
bb.  To put a cube in a cup when told to do so.
3.  Number in order the steps usually taken in acquiring speech.
Babbling his own sounds.
.Repeating sounds of his own that sound like adult words.
Speaking in sentences.
Making a monotonous undiffcreniialed cry.
Trying to repeat adults' words.
Understanding words and sentences spoken by others.
Making differentiated  cries  indicating  pain,  hunger,  or satis-
faction.
Using prepositions, pronouns, and conjunctions correctly.
Using pairs of words.
Using single words to stand for complex situations.

